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The mountains, the plains, 
the Rivers, the Coast

Sardinia is an island of the Western Mediterranean Basin, larger than

Corsica and second in size only to Sicily, and surrounded by the Tyrrhenian

and Sardinian Seas. Inland its territory is predominantly hilly and

mountainous, with a group of massifs amongst which is the Gennargentu,

peaking at Punta La Marmora. However, the average altitude of the Island

is overall low. In the western part, the wide plains of the Campidani divide

the inland massifs from the mountainous group of the Iglesiente and

Sulcis. There are no major earthquake events with only seven in recorded

history, the oldest of which was documented in Cagliari in 1616, whereas

the most recent in 1948. The geological history of Sardinia began in the

Cambrian. Indeed, Cambrian sandstones form the backbone of the Sulcis-

Iglesiente, together with its mining fields. These sedimentary rocks are

followed in the Carboniferous by volcanic ones, an indication of the

mighty eruptions of those times. Later, as a result of orogenesis the Island

emerged in all of its extension, was then flooded again by the sea in the

Eocene, and eventually achieved its current morphology starting from the

Lower Pliocene. The lithologic structure consists mainly of metamorphic

rocks (gneiss, schist), which form the foundation over which rest all the

other formations of the Island: volcanic rocks, both intrusive (granite) and

effusive (andesite, basalt), and sedimentary rocks (limestone, sandstone),

which originated as a result of flooding events. The morphology is far from

being monotonous, as each geologic epoch has modelled quite different

landscapes. Thus, the granitic mountains of Gallura have craggy contours

and are on average low, except for Mount Limbara (reaching 1362

metres), with its typical pinnacles and spikes so evocative in the Aggius

chain overlooking the valley of Tempio. South of the Gallura region, the

granite becomes more predominantly mountainous, with wide ridges

increasing in altitude towards the peaks of Barbagia, with the tacchi and



Rocky precipices
in the Nuoro area
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tonneri (sandstone-limestone formations) that extend into the granitic

group of the Sette Fratelli (Seven Brothers), and eventually plunge into the

sea with their blade-like edges. Around the Gulf of Orosei, limestone-

dolomite formations dominate in the Mount of Oliena (1463 m) and the

Montalbo (1127 m), with steep ravines, bare and whitish, that confer to

the countryside a moon-like aspect. Also, karstic action has carved a

number of shafts, large grottos (e.g. that of Tiscali) and caves, even

underwater ones, like the Bue Marino (Monk Seal) cave at Cala Gonone

(Dorgali). Between the mountain ranges and the plains of the Campidani

lies a hilly region divided into Trexenta and Marmilla, featuring gently

undulating landscapes that rise, with steep volcanic cliffs, into the typical

giare, amongst which is the prototypical one of Gesturi (between 500 and

600 m altitude). Other volcanic formations occupy most of the north-

western part of the Sardinian region. Thus, overlooking the plain of

Oristano are Mount Arci (812 m) and Mount Ferru (1050 m), which,

connected to the central massifs through minor mountains, can be easily

crossed only at the saddle of Macomer (530 m), thus dividing

geographically the Island into Capo di Sopra (or Sassari’s) and Capo di

Sotto (or Cagliari’s), with important consequences even for human

settlement. North of Macomer, the Logudoro region bears clear traces of

its past volcanic activity, as in the eruption cones found especially between

Romana and Cheremule. The volcanic landscape extends up to the

Anglona region, making room, towards Sassari, for a vast plain nestled

amidst round-shaped hills and reaching the sea with evocative

promontories (e.g. Capo Caccia).Isolated from the other formations, the



Sulcitan granitic massif hardly reaches 1000 m and surrounds from three

sides a vast basin which opens onto the western sea. The Iglesiente massif

exceeds the latter both in altitude (Monte Linas: 1263 m) and in majesty,

with peaks that remain visible also from a long distance. The regime of

watercourses depends on rainfall, which is never abundant. The most

important rivers are the Tirso (the longest one), the Flumendosa, the

Flumini Mannu, the Cixerri, the Temo, the Coghinas, the Posada, and the

Cedrino. There is only one natural lake (Baratz), whereas the most

important artificial one is Lake Omodeo, which is supplied by the River

Tirso. Oftentimes, watercourses give rise to vast lagoons. Along the coast,

rocky shores prevail with alternating walls of varying height (in the Gulf of

Orosei some cliffs reach up to 500 m), sometimes carved into coves as well

as low and sandy slopes.The Asinara is one of the major islands of

Sardinia. An unrivalled naturalistic treasure in the entire Mediterranean

Sea, it has preserved the ecological habitat of over a century ago.

Vegetation cover consists mainly of hollies and Mediterranean shrub, and it

preserves some typical plants unique to Sardinia, such as the ‘thorny 

knapweed’ (Centaurea horrida). This is also an important area for the 

breeding of several wild animals, some of which quite rare: the Sardinian

painted frog (Discoglossus sardus), the shag, the European mouflon, and

the Asinello bianco (white donkey), which has given name to the island

itself. There is only one road that connects both ends of the island. The

only buildings present are the remnants of the Castellaccio (a mediaeval

fortress belonged to the Doria family) and a high-security prison, which

was closed down in 1997. The latter event fostered a significant

9

The biggest islands 245 Kmq

Sant’Antioco 109 Kmq

Asinara 51 Kmq

San Pietro 50 Kmq

La Maddalena 20 Kmq

Caprera 15 Kmq

The morphology

Total surface 24.090 Kmq

Hills 16.352 Kmq 

Mountains 4.451 Kmq

Plains 3.287 Kmq
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improvement of the island through a re-qualification programme of the

National Park of the Asinara, which, established in 1991, institutionalised

the mission to conservation and proper management of the naturalistic

heritage therein.The Costa Smeralda is located in the north-eastern part of

Sardinia, in the Gallura region. It spreads into small and deep bays

reminiscent of fjords, within promontories of granitic rocks occasionally

carved by time into bizarre shapes. The coastline of rocks and islets

encloses steep coves with beaches of white sand. Some of these are

remarkably inviting, such as Liscia di Vacca or Cala di Volpe, bathed by

crystal-clear waters and girdled by lush Mediterranean vegetation. Starting

from the 1970s, the Costa Smeralda Consortium has promoted a broad

programme of tourist enhancement through the construction of marinas,

hotels, apartment hotels, and tourist villages. The whole area has therefore

been transformed: from wild and sparsely populated into a symbol of

fashion, luxury and exclusive holidays, destination for thousands of tourists

every year. The massif of the Gennargentu is the most important

mountainous group of Sardinia. It consists of most ancient rocks, including

vast formations of schist and granite. Its central area is dominated by the

highest peak of the Island (Punta La Marmora), encircled by wide and

Granite rocks
in the cliffs 
of Costa Smeralda
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Young Falcons

green valleys, whereas the Monte Spada and Bruncu Spina rise in the

north, where the only ski facilities of the Island are accessible in the winter

season. In the Supramonte of Orgosolo and Oliena, secular woodlands still

survive and the karstic spring of Su Gologone is also found. The latter is

the most important on the Island, with its 300 litres of water per second.

Also here are the canyon of Gorropu, the deepest in Europe with impressive

cliffs over 400 m high, and the huge sinkhole of Su Suercone, inside of

which a grove of secular yews can be peeped at. Some of the main

watercourses of Sardinia rise from this massif: the Cedrino, which forms

impressive ravines with its erosive action, and the Flumendosa, second in

importance on the Island. The flora consists mainly of mediterranean-

mountainous species, along with rare shrubs and grasses; whereas the

fauna, quite rich, includes some remarkable specimens: mouflon, boar,

Sardinian wild cat, marten, weasel, and fox. Amongst the birds are the

Sardinian vulture, golden eagle, common raven, and peregrine falcon. One

of the most interesting features of the coastlines of Sardinia is the

abundance of caves, quite abundant wherever there are limestone

formations subject to karstic action. Amongst the most renowned and

evocative are the caves of the Bue Marino (Monk Seal), in the vicinity of
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Cala Gonone, and those of Nettuno (Neptune), near Alghero beneath the

rocky promontory of Cape Caccia. The Grotte del Bue Marino (Caves of

the Monk Seal) comprise two sections: the north branch, currently

fossilised because of the cessation of karstic activity, and the south branch,

still active and open to the public. The latter is incredibly rich in

concretions, including stalactites and stalagmites of different shades which,

mirrored into the many pools, give rise to coloured reflections of stunning

beauty. The Grotte di Nettuno (Neptune’s Caves) can be reached either by

boat or through the Escala del Cabirol, a long staircase carved in 1954 into

the promontory. Inside the caves is a large salty pool, 120 m long, with

huge pillars rising up to the surface formed by the joining of stalactites

with stalagmites. Picturesque concretions, enormous halls and mysterious

tunnels, the outcome of the endless erosion of the sea into the limestone

rock, complete this mighty and fascinating nook of Sardinia. The Sardinian

coast typically features wetlands. Of these, 20% are uniformly distributed

along the coastal areas, whereas the remaining 80% are concentrated into

three main sectors: the Gulf of Oristano, the Gulf of Palmas, and the Gulf

of Cagliari. The area of Cagliari is the south-eastern end point of the

Campidano and is covered by swamps and lagoons over an area of 4500

ha. The Laguna di Santa Gilla (Santa Gilla Lagoon) spreads into the

western part of town, whereas in the eastern one are the swamps of

Poetto, Molentargius, and Quartu. The most interesting naturalistic feature

is the rich bird fauna (180 species in total) which populates these pools,

with some rare species including the purple swamphen, the black-winged

stilt, the marsh harrier and many others, let alone the well-known pink

Nettuno’s grottoes
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flamingo, which has been nesting in Cagliari since 1993. In 1971, the

Ramsar Convention declared the wetlands of Cagliari Sites of International

Importance. The eastern swamps are especially worth visiting because of

the presence of the plants and building of the former Saline di Stato (State

Saltworks), admirable exemplars of industrial archaeology of the early

1900s. Sardinia is a land rich in mineral resources, whose exploitation

dates back to millennia. Indeed, as back as eight thousand years ago the

people of Sardinia learned to work the obsidian (a type of volcanic glass)

for the manufacture of sharp tools. Later on, they began to extract from

the earth’s bowels tin and copper to make a bronze alloy, a raw material

employed both for their weapons and for the human figurines known as

bronzetti, utmost expression of the Nuragic art. The many people that later

reached the Island exploited extensively the Sardinian mining fields. The

majority of the mineral resources of Sardinia are located in the south-west

of the Island, in the Sulcis-Iglesiente region, where quarrying activities have

significantly altered the lifestyle of the local inhabitants, along with the

geography of their settlements. Currently, quarrying is at a minimum due

to reduced competition on the international market. However, an

evocative mining countryside remains preserved with abandoned buildings

and forlorn villages, which are found in a concentration unmatched in the

rest of the country and are cast against the backdrop of a superb nature. 

In 1998, UNESCO declared the mining areas of Sardinia Human Heritage,

giving rise to the Geological, Historical and Environmental Park of Sardinia.

This organization has thence provided for the delimitation of the areas of

mining interest, helping to preserve and value their heritage. It is possible

On the left:
Flamingos

On the right:
Griffon





Mouflon on the 
buttresses of
Supramonte
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to join guided tours into the abandoned tunnels and wells, as well as visit

the rooms housing the old machinery. The Sardinian fauna is rich in species

of particular interest, which are uncommon and, often, either extinct or

rare in other European regions. Amongst the latter are several endemisms,

i.e. species either with a limited distributional area (mostly Sardinia and

Corsica) or exclusive to Sardinia. Amongst the mammals, the most typical

of the Sardinian fauna is the Mouflon, ancestor of the domestic sheep,

with which it bears a close resemblance. It lives in the mountains of the

central area of the Island, amidst woodlands of yews and on the

mountainous grasslands. It is recognisable for the white saddle on its back,

which stands out of the thick russet fleece, and for the spiralled horns of

the males. Some of the woodlands of Sardinia are inhabited by the

Sardinian deer, currently found again in increasing numbers after risking

extinction as a result of poaching. Noteworthy is also the Giara pony, living

in the wild on the namesake basalt mesas of central Sardinia. Of special

interest is also the Albino donkey found in the National Park of the Asinara

and that gives name to the island itself.The Sardinian wild cat belongs to a

subspecies of the European wild cat distributed throughout northern

Africa, Corsica and Sardinia. It is a mammal that preys upon small rodents,

rabbits, birds and amphibians, usually hunting at night. It resembles a

domestic cat, with which it can occasionally crossbreed. The Gray big-

eared bat is endemic to Sardinia (i.e. only found on the Island) and was

discovered only in 2002. Its discovery is especially relevant given that this is

the only endemic mammal not only to Sardinia but also to Italy. The name

derives from its large ears. Amongst the birds of prey is the Queen’s 
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Falcon, a species nesting in colonies at the end of summer. In Sardinia, it is

found with over four hundred mating pairs across the Sulcitan islands and

along the cliffs of the Gulf of Orosei. In early November, the birds migrate

to Madagascar. The species’ name refers to Eleonora of Arborea, a

Sardinian judge who, in her legislation code (Carta de Logu, XIV century),

prohibited the capture of falcons and the poaching of their nests: the

objective was to preserve the aristocratic habit of falconry, with the ‘side

effect’ of preserving the falconids from extinction. The Royal eagle is the

largest Italian bird of prey except for the Griffin, which survives in about

thirty mating pairs in north-west Sardinia. The females of the real eagle

can reach a wing span of about 2.20 meters, whereas the male is smaller.

The species, currently protected, has a sizable population in the Alpine

chain, is present in the Pennine mountains and in Sicily, and about fifty

mating pairs live in Sardinia.

Young
Eleanora’s falcons
in their nest
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The new provinces Communalities    Surface (hectares)       Residents (as of 21/10/01)

Cagliari 71 457.000 543.310

Carbonia - Iglesias 23 149.495 131.890

Medio Campidano 28 151.619 105.400

Oristano 88 303.999 167.971

Ogliastra 23 185.424 58.389

Nuoro 52 393.382 164.260

Olbia - Tempio 26 339.856 138.334

Sassari 66 428.214 322.326



Cagliari’s panorama
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The Towns

…The town of Cagliari offers to the view of those arriving from the sea an

aspect pleasant and mighty, despite the white-yellowish colour of the

limestone rock, and a kind of African aridity that gives it a particular

character…

(Alberto Della Marmora, Itinerary of the Island of Sardinia, 1860)

Cagliari

Cagliari (164,249 inhabitants) is the largest city of Sardinia. About one third

of the total one and a half million inhabitants on the Island live in its outskirts

and in the communalities within its province. Located at the southernmost tip

of the Campidano plains, at the centre of the namesake gulf and featuring

important wetlands both in the east and in the west, Cagliari spreads along

the coast and on its nine limestone hills. Some of these are of significant

landscape and naturalistic value, such as Mount Urpinu (the hill of San

Michele with its mediaeval castle) and the promontory of Capo Sant’Elia
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(included by the European Community into the SCI – Sites of Community

Interest). The town was founded between the VII and VI century B.C.E. by the

Phoenicians. Since then, it has represented the gateway to Sardinia, and all

peoples who reached the Island established here their headquarters: Punics,

Romans, Vandals, Byzantines, Pisans, Aragonese, and Piedmontese. The traces

of history are evident in the urban structure: the Phoenician-Punic necropolis

of the Tuvixeddu hill, the Roman amphitheatre carved into limestone rock, the

cathedral of Pisan origins, the Royal Palace which, for a short time, was

headquarters to the Sabaudian court. It was the Pisans who, by fortifying the

hill of Castello in the XIII century and favouring the formation of its branches

(Stampace, Marina, and Villanova), impressed upon the town the contour

that would remain unchanged until the beginning of the last century. The

quarter of Castello is the symbol of Cagliari. The town’s gonfalon features the

two Pisan towers of the Elephant and of Saint Pancras built in the XIV century

to counteract the siege by the Aragonese. The Sardinian name of the town is

Casteddu, which testifies to how the town in the past was identified in the

quarter of Castello. The historical quarters of Cagliari are rich in churches,

noble palaces, and archaeological remnants. The following are worth visiting:

the cathedral of Santa Maria and the Bastion of Saint Remy in Castello, the

underground archaeological complex of Santa Eulalia in the Marina, the

Baroque church of San Michele in Stampace, and the Gothic-Catalan church

of San Giacomo in Villanova. The fair of Sant’Efisio is held in Cagliari every

year on the first day of May. This is the most celebrated and popular on the

Island because of the sumptuous procession of hundreds of people wearing

the traditional dress.

On the left:
The Bastion of Saint
Remy

On the right:
The cathedral of 
N. S. di Bonaria,
Cagliari
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Sassari

Sassari (120,729 inhabitants) originated in the Middle Ages, from the

aggregation of villages initially separated. Right in the heart of the

historical centre is the cathedral of San Nicola, built during the romanic

period and featuring remarkable cross vaults of the aragonese period, as

well as an extraordinary XVII century façade in Baroque style. The ancient

core of the town preserves still nowadays a mediaeval aspect, with still

visible short stretches of the walls demolished in the 1800s. The historical

centre is full of churches as well as private and public palaces, including

the XV century Palazzetto d’Usini or the Frumentaria, an ancient granitic

hillock bearing the carved coats-of-arms of Sassari and Aragona. Access to

town was controlled by means of four gates including Porta Rosello,

beyond which it is now possible to visit the fountain of Rosello, the most

famous ornamental spring in Sardinia built in the 1600s. In the south was

Porta Castello, in the proximity of which stood an Aragonese castle

amongst the biggest in Sardinia, which was unfortunately demolished in

the 1800s. Outside the walls are the convents of Santa Maria di Betlem

and of San Pietro di Silki. The modern town has developed around

mediaeval Sassari. Worth visiting is the Palazzo della Provincia (Palace of

the Province), which was built at the end of the 1800s and houses several

works of Sardinian artists plus a wall painting by Giuseppe Sciuti from

Catania, representing L’ingresso di Gio Maria Angioy a Sassari (The arrival

of Gio Maria Angioy in Sassari). The region within the Province of Sassari is

full of wonderful coastal areas and sites of tourist interest. Not to be

missed is a visit to the abandoned mining centre of Argentiera, to towns

of mediaeval origin such as Castelsardo (founded by the Doria family), to

Alghero (of Catalan traditions), or to monuments, such as the grandiose

Romanesque basilica of San Gavino in Porto Torres.

On the left:
The Cathedral 
of San Nicola, 
Sassari

On the right:
Mediaeval coats-of-
arms in the city walls
of Sassari
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Nuoro

Nuoro (36,478 inhabitants), nestled at the foot of Mount Ortobene, is the

capital of the Barbagie. Its modern features live together with the traces of

its ancient origins. The quarters from which the small town originated are

those of Seuna and San Pietro. The former, originally the farmers’ quarter,

has now lost many of its old buildings. Its heart is embodied by the old

church of Le Grazie, dated to the end of the XVI century. The new one,

built in the 1970s, is located in the widening between the two main roads

in town: Via La Marmora and Corso Garibaldi. The latter is the peasants’

quarter. Between its constricted alleys are the old buildings, some of which

restored. Grazia Deledda was born here: in the street dedicated to her it is

possible to visit the writer’s house-museum, where personal items,

photographs, letters, first editions of her works, and a reproduction of the

certificate for the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1926 are preserved. In the

vicinity of Corso Garibaldi is Piazza Sebastiano Satta, restored in 1967 by

the carver Costantino Nivola. Amidst the white flooring are large blocks of

granite where, within tiny recesses, bronze figurines are placed

representing the poet from Nuoro in various moments of his life.

Satta’s square, Nuoro
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In an elevated position rises, in the namesake square, the cathedral of

Santa Maria della Neve, built between 1836 and 1854 in neoclassical style.

Not far away is the Museo della Vita e delle Tradizioni popolari Sarde

(Museum of Life and Popular Traditions of Sardinia), opened since 1976 to

house several collections: unique in its genre is the exhibition of traditional

Sardinian clothing, and remarkable are those of jewels, utensils, fabrics

and furnishings typical of the Island’s craftsmanship.

At the end of the long panoramic road of Viale Ciusa rises the Chiesa della

Solitudine (Church of the Solitude). Built on a plan by Giovanni Ciusa

Romagna, it preserves inside the remains of Grazia Deledda.

The Cathedral of
Santa Maria della
Neve



Cathedral 
of Santa Maria,
Oristano 
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Oristano

Oristano (31,169 inhabitants), situated in the High Campidano, was the

capital of the Judicate of Arborea and experienced in the Middle Ages a

significant urban and economic development. In 1478 it fell into the hands

of the Aragonese and lived a long period of decline which led in the XVII

century to an almost complete population drain. In 1718, along with the

entire Island, it became part of the Kingdom of Sardinia. Its rebirth in the

1900s led to demolition of the walls and, following promotion to main

provincial town, to its regaining a more modern aspect.Its historical centre

displays the ancient mediaeval urban pattern and preserves several

monuments of relevance: the mighty tower of San Cristoforo (1291), the

cathedral of Santa Maria and the church of San Francesco. Also

noteworthy is the Antiquarium Arborense, which houses exhibits dating

from the Neolithic to the Roman Age, mostly coming from the site of

ancient Tharros. The cathedral of Oristano, the largest in Sardinia, is

devoted to Santa Maria Assunta. Although it was founded in the XII

century, its current shapes are the result of its XVIII century reconstruction.

Housed inside are important objects of religious furnishing, including a pair

of bronze knockers (1228), a series of musical codes with remarkable

miniatures (XIII–XVI century), and a big processional silver cross (XV

century). In the church of San Francesco, the Christ of Nicodemus is

preserved. This is a wooden sculpture falling into the typology of Gothic

painful crucifixes. In the contiguous Piazza Eleonora rises the XVIII century

monument devoted to the famous judge, who at the end of the 1300s

proclaimed the Carta de Logu, a legal code which was long employed all

over the Island. Not far from Oristano, the cathedral of Santa Giusta is one

of the most significant Romanesque buildings on the Island. In the

outskirts of town it is possible to visit one of the most typical naturalistic

areas of Europe. These range from the ponds of Cabras and Sale Porcus,

ideal habitat for dozens of rare species of birds, to the stretches of sand

behind Mari Ermi; from the evocative beaches of Putzu Idu and Su Pallosu,

to the woods of Montiferru, let alone the fantastic Sinis peninsula,

protruding into the Mediterranean Sea for a length of about 10

kilometres.
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Olbia

Olbia (45,366 inhabitants) is the main town of the newborn province of

Gallura. Featuring an efficient seaport and airport, it is located inside an inlet

sheltered from the sea winds. Tradition attributes its foundation either to the

mythical Iolaus or to the Greek Phocaean settlers of Marseille, although it was

more likely founded by the Punics between the VI and IV century B.C.E.

During the Roman period it was an important linking point with Ostia. After a

period of decline, towards the year 1000 Olbia experienced a rebirth as

capital of the Judicate of Gallura, under the name of Civita or Terranova. It is

believed that the medieval village was located in the vicinity of the Romanes-

que church of San Simplicio (XII century), the most important monument in

town, made of blocks of granite. In modern age, the town experienced a

history of alternating development always tied to the fate of its seaport. In

1939, the town regained its former name of Greek origin. Since then, its

development has been tightly linked to the tourist industry, which has been

growing since the 1970s on the coast of Costa Smeralda. The Gallura is a

land rich in archaeological and historical remnants. Nuraghi and giants’ tombs

are numerous here, amongst which those in the area of Arzachena. Of

special naturalistic relevance is the archipelago of La Maddalena, site of the

namesake National Park and comprising four main islands (La Maddalena,

Caprera, Santo Stefano, Spargi) along with other lesser ones, amongst which

the renowned Budelli with its pink beach. Worth visiting is also the

Compendio Garibaldino di Caprera (Garibaldi’s Museum), with the dwelling

and personal belongings of the last years of life of the General.

On the left:
The “Li Lolghi”
giants’ tombs 
in Arzachena

On the right:
Costa Smeralda:
aerial view 
of a beach
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Iglesias

Iglesias (28,170 inhabitants) has ancient origins, as testified by the Byzantine

church of San Salvatore. However, its urban plan dates to the XIII century,

when the Pisan lords supplied it with an imposing surrounding wall, of which

long stretches remain preserved. In the historical centre, which features some

surviving Liberty and Art Deco mansions, the Gothic cathedral of Santa Chiara

is located. This was founded in 1285 and completed in 1288, as evinced by 

inscriptions therein. Notable is also the church of San Francesco, which

houses the retable of a Cagliaritan workshop of the second half of the XVI

century. The throbbing heart of the modern town is Piazza Sella, with the

Monument to Quintino Sella by Giuseppe Sartorio (1885), and the adjacent

Piazza Oberdan, with the Monumento ai Caduti (War Memorial) by Francesco

Ciusa (1928). Not far away is the Museum of Mining Art, where the

remnants and tools that made history in the mines of the Iglesiente are

exhibited: original machines, plastic models and ancient photographs. Inside is

also a real tunnel that can be visited. Upon leaving town are the red hills

formed by the build-up of residues from the working of the iron ore

processes in the metal-bearing complex of Monteponi, one of the major

plants of Sulcis-Iglesiente. The secular mining activity, which made it one of

the most important Italian centres for the processing of zinc and lead ores, is

documented by the significance of the plants and by the sheer volume of

their dumping grounds. Not to be missed is the fresco painting titled La

miniera (The Mine: 1950) by Aligi Sassu (housed in the guest quarters), and

the abandoned mining villages of Sa Macchina Beccia and Seddas Moddizzis.

On the left:
Il Pan di zucchero
(The Sugar Loaf)
at Buggerru

On the right:
Mines in Masua
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Sanluri

Sanluri (8,519 inhabitants) is located in the heart of the new province of the

Medio Campidano. The agricultural richness of its lands, along with its

advantageous geographic location, has given it a considerable historical

importance. Symbol of its past is the castle: walking along the passageway

amongst the four crenellated walls, it is possible to live again the famous

battle of 1409, in which the Judicate of Arborea was defeated by the

Aragonese with the resulting harsh retaliation by the winners on the town.

Erected in the XIII century, it is the only one across Sardinia that is still

liveable and furnished with ancient fittings. It houses a private museum with

paintings, ceramics, wax models, rare documents and historical heirlooms of

the wars of the Italian Renaissance and of the 1900s. Still of the medieval

period is the church of San Pietro (XIV century). Whereas of more recent age

is the parish of Nostra Signora delle Grazie, built in the 1780s on a pre-

existing church of which the Gothic bell tower is left, modified and adapted

to the Baroque style of the compound. Inside is the Retable of Sant’Anna, a

dual triptych in oil on canvas, dated to 1576. Amongst the furnishings, an

evocative crucifix of the 1400s stands out.

On the left:
Castle of Marmilla, 
Las Plassas

On the right:
Castle of 
Eleonora d’Arborea 
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Lanusei 

Lanusei (5,841 inhabitants), main town of the Ogliastra, provides tourists,

by virtue of its central location, with a gateway for easily accessing the

natural beauties and tourist-cultural sites of the whole new province. Short

routes by car also allow reaching both its beaches and its mountains.

Here is a crystal-clear sea, with long stretches of beaches and secluded

coves, sometimes reachable only by sea or through trekking paths: 

Cala Mariolu, Cala Luna, Cala Sisine, and Cala Goloritzè. In the

multicoloured landscape of Ogliastra the unmistakable red rocks of

Arbatax stand out, which provided for several years a natural backdrop to

the jazz festival Rocce Rosse. From the sea, the mountains can easily be

reached. These feature landscapes of unmatched beauty, such as the

canyon of Su Gorropu (Urzulei), Perda longa (Baunei), Perda’e Liana

(Gairo), and the chasm of Golgo (Baunei). The countryside of Ogliastra is

marked by the tacchi, rocky plateaus rising over the surrounding heights,

rich in natural pits of great scientific interest, such as those of Su Marmuri

(Ulassai). These are sites where history has left its permanent sign: Domus

de Janas, nuraghi and giants’ tombs, Baroque churches and Hispanic

towers. Worth visiting is finally the church of Santa Maria Navarrese,

surrounded by secular olive trees and founded, according to legend, by the

daughter of the King of Navarra, who was seemingly marooned on the

opposite coast.

On the left:
Paintings in the
Cathedral of Santa
Maria Maddalena,
Lanusei

On the right:
The rock spur
“Perda’e Liana” 
in Gairo
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Hystory, archaeology, art

from 100,000 years ago to 1800 B.C.E.

from 1800 to 500 B.C.E.

from 900 A.C.E. to 534 A.C.E.

from 534 to 1326

from 1326 to 1718

from 1718 to the present day

The Prehistoric Age

The Nuragic Age

The Phoenician-Punic, Roman and Vandalic Age

The Byzantine and Judical Age

The Aragonese and Hispanic Age

The Sabaudian and Current Age
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The nuraghe Ruiu, 
Macomer

The prehistoric age
from 100,000 years ago to 1800 B.C.E.

The presence of human beings in Sardinia is documented starting from the

Lower Palaeolithic. The first remains are attributable to stone artefacts

dated between 450,000 to 100,000 years ago. In the Ancient Neolithic

(6000–4000 B.C.E.), the lithic industry is well represented by the obsidian

of Monte Arci, a material that also made for export goods. Of the Middle

Neolithic (4000–3400 B.C.E.) is the culture of Bonuighinu, to which some

ceramics with elegantly carved decorations are attributable. Around 3200

B.C.E. the culture of Ozieri takes over (dating to the Higher Neolithic and

the Lower Eneolithic), during which closer cultural relationships with the

eastern Mediterranean regions become evident, especially in the significant

temple-altar of Monte d’Accoddi near Sassari. Starting from the Recent

Neolithic (3400–3200 B.C.E.), funeral rituals become increasingly

widespread. These are documented, in particular, by the artificial grottos

known as Domus de Janas, sometimes decorated with elementary symbols

or even painted. Starting from 3000 B.C.E., stone figurines attributable to

the Mother Goddess, whose worship was widespread across the whole

Mediterranean Basin and in the Middle East, appear. These are followed by

the menhir-statues bearing male features, amongst which are remarkable

those of Pranu Mutteddu near Goni. The latter represent a period of

transition, in which the spread of the steel industry is an indication to the

practice of war, until then seemingly unknown in Sardinia. The reference

framework is the culture of the bell-shaped Vase (2100–1800 B.C.E.),
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which points to relationships with the European mainland and closes the

Eneolithic. The National Archaeological Museum of Cagliari collects the

most important remains of the ancient Sardinian civilisation. It includes the

exhibits of the old Archaeological Museum, opened in 1859 and relocated

in 1993 from the historical site of Piazza Indipendenza to the compound

of the Cittadella dei Musei (Citadel of the Museums) in Piazza Arsenale.

On the ground floor, objects dated to a period ranging between Prehistory

and the beginning of the Middle Ages are displayed; whereas the upper 

floors follow topographical rather  than chronological exhibition criteria.

Indeed, the most significant objects of the various archaeological areas and

sites across the Island are displayed here: bone necklaces, tripod and

basket vases, cycladic-like statuettes representing the Mother Goddess,

bronzetti (bronze figurines) of the Nuragic civilisation, Phoenician

inscriptions and funerary steles of Punic Age, vases of Greek and Italic

origin, buccheri (pitchers) of Etruscan manufacturing, as well as Roman

marble statues of gods and emperors are just a few of the countless

exhibits collected in the museum, a mandatory stop for any cultural

itinerary around the town of Cagliari.

On the left:
The sacred well
of Santa Cristina 
in Paulilatino

On the right:
The village and
nuraghe of Barumini
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The nuragic age
from 1800 to 500 B.C.E.

Between 1800 and 1600 B.C.E., the culture of Bonnanaro typically draws

upon the two cultural components characteristic of the origins (i.e. the

eastern and western ones) and generates the first forms of nuraghi.

The transition from the Ancient Bronze to the Middle Bronze (1600–1300

B.C.E.) marks the actual beginning of the Nuragic civilisation. The

monument-symbol is the nuraghe, a tower-shaped construction made of

large slabs more or less regularly carved, inside of which are one or more

superimposed rooms with the typical false dome or tholos cover. It is

found both in the mono-tower version and in a variant of increasing

complexity, featuring a central tower onto which others eventually add up.

Around several nuraghi, villages of stone huts are then built. The nuragic

civilization (between 1300 and 500 B.C.E.) represents the element of local

continuity within the Island, increasingly affected by the movements of the

Mycenaean and Phoenician traders and, later, by the military conquests of

the Carthaginians and of the Romans. Apart from its most characteristic

monument (i.e. the nuraghe: e.g. Su Nuraxi at Barumini, Santu Antine at

Torralba, Serra Orrios at Dorgali, Losa at Abbasanta, S’Uraki at San Vero

Milis, Arrubiu at Orroli), the civilization expresses itself with sanctuaries

(e.g. Santa Vittoria in Serri), sacred wells (e.g. Su Tempiesu at Orune, Santa

Cristina at Paulilatino), burial sites known as ‘giants tombs’ and, from a

plastic point of view, not only with the tiny bronze sculptures of warriors,

vessels, female figures of the Mother Goddess or of priestesses (currently

exhibited mainly at the National Archaeological Museum of Cagliari), but

also with the monumental stone statuary, documented by the sculptures of

Monte Prama in the Oristano region. In the vicinity of Barumini, a town of

the Marmilla region, is one of the most famous and important

archaeological sites of Sardinia: the nuraghe Su Nuraxi. It towers on its

own over a small plain and it is surrounded in the vicinity (i.e. in the hills

around the giara of Gesturi) by other nuraghi forming a star-shaped 

system, with Su Nuraxi located in the middle and testifying to the 

importance of the complex in those times. From the period of its origins

(the Middle Bronze) until the Punic-Roman Age, the construction has

undergone several changes and evolutionary steps, both in its structures

and in the culture of its material. It features a central torrione or mastio



The ruins at Tharros
in the Sinis peninsula
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(tower), representing the oldest part, surrounded by a bastion equipped

with four towers. Between the two elements lies a yard featuring a 20 m

deep well for the supply of potable water. Around the complex, an

antemural with five towers (later seven) develops; whereas outside is a

system of huts, amongst which that of ‘the Parliament’ stands out, where

assemblies of the elderly probably took place. Their prospect is generally

round-shaped and includes a hall, several rooms, a well, and a kiln. The 

most relevant monuments of the sacred architecture of the Nuragic Age

are the well-shaped temples, or sacred wells. About forty of them are

known, which are spread all over the Island. The sacred wells were made

with either a cyclopic (i.e. consisting of large non-squared blocks) or

isodome building technique (i.e. of squared blocks), such as the Well of

Santa Cristina. The latter is located in the area of Paulilatino (central

Sardinia), in a land rich of nuraghi and on a small plain situated not far

from the namesake rural church. The complex consists of a large nuragic

village arranged in the shape of a crown relative to the sacred well. The

latter is surrounded by a large elliptical fence and includes a vestibule, a

staircase and a tholos (i.e. false dome) well, in accordance with the

building technique of the nuraghi. The well is the heart of the architectural

compound, as it holds the pure water, site of the divinity. Inside the

vestibule, the religious ritual reserved to the priest or priestess took place,

and offers were also made. The staircase helped to draw the water: sacred

and of common use, this acted as the intermediary between the outer

world and the underground one of the gods.
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The phoenician-punic, roman and vandalic age
from 900 B.C.E. to 534 A.C.E. 

The first stage of the Phoenician colonization of Sardinia coincides with the

pre-colonial phase (900–800 B.C.E.), which was followed by the 

establishment of colonies along its south-western coast, notably Nora

(which has returned the most ancient Semitic inscription on the Island),

Sulki (currently, Sant’Antioco), Tharros (Cabras), and Carales (Cagliari). In

order to ensure the protection of their colonies, the Phoenicians began

with the construction of the first inland fortresses (e.g. Monte Sirai near

Carbonia), which were later enhanced by the Carthaginians as soon as,

starting from 500 B.C.E., the African town achieved a leading role among

the western colonies. The Carthaginian control over Sardinia, until their

cession to the Romans during the second Punic war, was limited to the

coast and to the main routes, which carried the goods exchanged with the

inner, undefeated Barbagian populations. Outside the towns, which were

arranged as seaport-markets surrounded by an irregular network of

houses, workshops, blacksmith workshops and urban sanctuaries, were

the necropoleis and the tophet, sites devoted to the sacrifice and burial of 

children and small animals. The workshops were the place of transit for

imported artefacts, both Italic and Oriental; whereas in blacksmith

workshops glasses, jewels, pottery (of special relevance the votive masks

displayed at the National Archaeological Museum of Cagliari) as well as

sculptures in metal and stone, amongst which the steles, were made. The

location, output and overall lifestyle of the Punic towns did not undergo 

On the left:
A suggestive 
view of Nora

On the right:
The Roman
Amphitheatre 
of Cagliari
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substantial changes during the passage of Sardinia from Carthago to

Rome after 238 B.C.E. Thus, the devotional continuity is documented at

the sanctuary of Antas (Fluminimaggiore), originally dedicated to the

supreme paleosardinian divinity, then to the Semite god Sid-Addir, and

later to the Sardus Pater mentioned in the classical sources. During the first

centuries of Roman influence, the leading town is Nora, amongst whose

ruins thermal baths, mosaics of villas and the theatre, are still preserved.

Starting from the I century B.C.E., Carales, renowned for its amphitheatre,

and Turris Libisonis (Porto Torres), an Augustan colony of which the

remains of an aqueduct and of the thermal buildings of the so-called

Palazzo di Re Barbaro are still preserved, deserve mentioning. The artefacts

of Roman Sardinia, both imported (notable the marble series of imperial

portraits of the Julius-Claudius dynasty recovered in Sant’Antioco) and of

local production, are a sign of the adaptation to extra-island currents,

being quite similar to analogous finds from the Italic mainland and from

Africa, where the sealed ceramic, exported until the VI–VII century A.C.E.,

originates. The Christianisation of the Roman Island, started in the first

The Basilica of San
Saturnino in Cagliari
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centuries, will proceed unremittingly even during the period of Vandalic

domination, between 455 and 534. In the latter year, the legions of

Justinian, as part of the African campaign, re-conquer Sardinia, which

becomes again part of the territories of the Roman Empire and

experiences, between the VI and X century, a different historical destiny

from that of the other Italic territories and of the Occident in general. In

fact, it is not occupied by Germanic populations, it does not become part

of the Carolingian domains, and it maintains an uninterrupted political-

administrative dependence on the Byzantine empire. The archaeological

site of Nora has returned most ancient traces, spanning from the

colonisation of the area in the Nuragic Age to the first part of the Middle

Ages, when the town was abandoned. According to tradition, Nora is

believed to be the most ancient town in Sardinia. Starting from about the

VIII century, the Phoenician colonization placed Nora at the centre of

important commercial routes: this is testified by its three ports, today

mostly submersed. Attributable to this period are also a sanctuary, in the

area of the promontory of Coltellazzo, and a living and trading site,

located underneath the Roman levels of the excavation. Later, in the Punic

Age, Nora further increased its importance by reaching a high level of

prosperity and undoubtedly becoming one of the most influent towns of

the southern Sardinian coast. The remaining buildings of clear Punic origin

are only a few, though: the temple of Tanit, the remains of the fortification

on the Coltellazzo, the foundry, and the remains of trellis walls in the

lower levels of the seaside area. Whereas its funeral objects testify to the

fervour of activities and trade exchanges of the time. The tombs have

returned extensive sets of ceramics of either local production or imported

from Greece, as well as charms, jewels in precious metals, and other

ornamental objects of personal use. In 238 B.C.E., Roman domination

begins. The finds brought back to light date mostly to the Imperial period.

Clearly distinguishable are four thermal buildings, floor mosaics, a

remarkable small theatre of the II century A.C.E. (still well preserved), and

some villas located not far away from the actual urban area. The dwellings

of the average people were small, generally comprising only one room on

the ground floor and a wooden mezzanine on the upper floor, used for

sleeping. In the VIII–IX century A.C.E., following a longer period of decline

started in the IV–V century when, because of the crisis of the Roman

empire, (maritime transports became insecure and the whole area too 
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Apse in the
Romanesque Basilica
of San Gavino in
Porto Torres

subject to pirate incursions), the inhabitants of Nora found refuge inland

and the town was completely abandoned. The narrow southern tip of the

Sinis peninsula, located in the northern part of the Gulf of Oristano, was

chosen by the Phoenicians between the VIII and VII century B.C.E. for the

foundation of the town of Tharros, essential for the trade exchanges with

the Western Mediterranean and for accessing the wheat resources of

Sardinia. The area was formerly already occupied by Nuragic settlements 

nvolved in the trade with the Mycenaean. The town was first Phoenician,

then Carthaginian and, after 238 B.C.E., went to the Romans; during the

Byzantine age, it became the bishopric headquarters. It was eventually

abandoned between the VIII and IX century A.C.E. because of the Arabic

incursions. Amidst the superb natural scenery of Cape San Marco, over

which rises the Hispanic coastal tower, it is possible to visit the ruins of the

ancient town: these include, Roman roads, dwellings and workshops, large

Punic tanks, the remnants of two thermal buildings, Punic and Roman

temples, the paleochristian baptistery, and the relics of the Punic tophet.

On the peninsula, oozing with history and culture, are also the church of
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Byzantine church of
San Giovanni di Sinis

San Giovanni of Sinis, whose current plan with three naves originates from

the conversion of a Byzantine cross-shaped church (built in the VI or VII

century A.C.E.) and the church of San Salvatore, which rises on an

interesting hypogeum. The village around it, often used as a stage for

Western movies, is one of the best preserved complexes of popular

architecture on the Island. With an area of over 100 kmsq, Sant’Antioco is

the largest of the Sardinia’s lesser islands. The main settlement is that of

Sant’Antioco, heir of the ancient Phoenician town of Sulki. Later under

Punic and Roman domination, it was abandoned in the High Middle Ages

because of the Arab incursions and was repopulated only starting from the

1700s. Not to be missed is a visit to the tombs with hypogeal chamber of

the Phoenician-Punic necropolis and to the Punic tophet. The funerary

steles recovered in the area of the tophet are displayed in the Antiquarium

room, which houses other Punic objects along with many others of Roman

age. Noteworthy is also a visit to the basilica of Sant’Antioco, expanded

over a pre-existing cross-shaped Byzantine church, and to the attached

Christian catacombs, where, according to tradition, the African martyr

Sant’Antioco, patron of Sardinia, was buried. A circular route around the

island will help to discover several enchanting beaches as well as to reach

Calasetta, gateway port to the site of Carloforte, a most popular tourist

destination. Porto Torres is a small town giving onto the Gulf of the

Asinara, along the northern coast of the Island. A Roman colony founded

in the I century B.C.E. with the name of Turris Libisonis, it experienced

during the Imperial Age a significant agricultural, commercial and maritime

development. The remains of the Roman settlement are located in the
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western part of the current town and include the thermal baths, the

bridge that still nowadays crosses the Rio Mannu, and the archaeological

remains housed in the Antiquarium Turritano. After a period of decline,

the town regained its vitality with the rise of the maritime Republics of Pisa

and Genoa, and later flourished under the Judicate of Torres as a site of

the Turritan diocese. The Aragonese conquest marked the beginning of a

new period of decline, especially following relocation of the bishop to

Sassari. Of medieval age, Porto Torres can boast one of the most ancient,

most grandiose in size (about 70 m in length), and undoubtedly amongst

the most outstanding examples of Romanesque architecture in Sardinia:

the basilica of San Gavino. Built between the end of the XI and the

beginning of the XII century, it preserves on its northern side the only

surviving Romanesque portal, decorated with human and animal

sculptures. On its southern side, the overwhelming Gothic-Catalan twin

portal opens. The interior, wide and solemn, is divided into three naves,

with arches resting on large-built cruciform pillars and columns with

capitals of Classical Age. The central nave is covered by wooden trusses,

the lateral ones by cross vaults. Displayed near the eastern apse, on a

catafalque, are the three wooden statues of the Turritan martyrs Gavino,

Proto and Gianuario, in whose honour the worship site was founded. Their

remains are thought to rest inside the Roman sarcophagi of the crypt.

Worth visiting is also the church of San Gavino a Mare, located near the

ancient eastern necropolis of Turris Libisonis, built about the mid-1800s on

the site where, according to tradition, the martyrdom and first burial of

Gavino, Proto and Gianuario would have occurred. The church features an

upper-mediaeval crypt and, adjacent to it, two hypogea used as burial sites

until Paleochristian Age.

Finally, not far from town, is the prenuragic complex of Monte d’Accoddi,

the only example in the Mediterranean of a megalithic altar, dating to the

Age of Copper and featuring an interesting structure reminding of the

Mesopotamic ziggurat.
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Santissima Trinità
Abbey in Saccargia

The byzantine and judical age
from 534 to 1326

The architectural styles of Byzantine Sardinia show influences of Oriental

models, although still abiding by the prototype of the martyrium, of cross-

shaped plan and featuring a dome at the intersection of a barrel-shaped

vault. Such must have been the original structural configuration of the

major churches of the time, built between the V and VII century: San

Saturnino of Cagliari (restructured in Romanesque forms following its

donation to the Victorine monks in 1089), Sant’Antioco (located in the

namesake town), and San Giovanni of Sinis (Cabras). There is also a

further group of cross-shaped, domed churches of smaller size (e.g. those

at Bonarcado, Simaxis, Nuxis, Cossoine, Iglesias, Ittireddu, Assemini), the

chronology of which is however difficult to ascertain. They were probably

built between the IX and the first decades of the XI century, at a time

when Byzantine Sardinia was evolving into Judical Sardinia. During these

centuries, the local inhabitants represented by the imperial authority of

Constantinople found themselves acting virtually autonomously from

Byzantium, thus promoting themselves to the status of ‘judges’, de facto 



The altarpiece of the
main Retable, 
Ardara (1515)
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supreme authorities of the four most important towns of the Island at that

time: Cagliari, Oristano, Porto Torres, and Olbia. Four ‘judicates’, or

kingdoms, were therefore established (Cagliari, Arborea, Torres, and

Gallura), into which Sardinia was divided starting from the middle of the XI

century. In the second half of the XI century, an intense building activity

took place, which in the following century gave rise to an architectural

perspective amongst the most intact and significant of the European

Romanesque, rather than being a typical feature of the historical

landscape of the Island. The rising control that the maritime Republics of

Pisa and Genoa had on the socio-political life of the judicates was

responsible for the increasing presence of masters of Tuscan and Ligurian

origin, who settled down in Sardinia developing local styles. The

dimensional scale is related to the function of the churches: indeed, this is

at its highest in the grandiose Romanesque reconstruction of the basilica

of San Gavino in Porto Torres; in the palatine chapel of Santa Maria del

Regno at Ardara; in cathedrals such as San Simplicio of Olbia, San Pietro of

Bosa, Sant’Antioco of Bisarcio (Ozieri), San Pietro of Sorres (Borutta), San

Nicola of Ottana (consecrated in 1160), and Santa Giusta (in the namesake

town); in Cassinese Benedectine churches (e.g. Santa Maria of Tergu),

Camaldolese (e.g. Santissima Trinità of Saccargia at Codrongianos),

Cistercenses (e.g. Santa Maria of Corte at Sindia), and Victorines (e.g.

Sant’Efisio of Nora at Pula). Whereas the other churches span across the

medium to low dimensional scales, and include either cloistered or parish

ones. The defeat of the Judicate of Cagliari to the Pisans (in 1258) is the

historical trigger for the construction of the cathedral of Santa Maria and
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of the surrounding wall of the area of Castello, which was completed in

1305–07 with the towers of San Pancrazio and of the Elephant, designed

by Giovanni Capula. In the second half of the XIII century, Santa Maria of

Bonarcado was widened and the cathedral of San Pantaleo of Dolianova

built. On the construction site of the latter, the first masters congregate to

build several minor churches in the region. In 1293, the architect Anselmo

da Como supervises the creation of San Pietro of Zuri (Ghilarza), which

points to transitional shapes from Romanesque to Gothic. 

The church of Santissima Trinità of Saccargia, located in the middle of a

lush green rural valley in the area of Codrongianos, is one of the most

remarkable examples of Romanesque architecture in Sardinia.

Erected in two phases, starting from the first years of the XII century, it

belonged to the Benedectines of Camaldoli, who lived in the monastery

whose remnants are currently preserved. It features a mono-nave hall with

a transect overlooked by three apses facing north-east. The façade is

preceded by a portico with cross-shaped vaults, whereas in the northern

section the tall square-shafted bell tower and a sacristy are located. The

peculiar bichromy is of clear Pisan origin, as is the partition into three

horizontal layers of the façade. In the upper layers, series of small arches

form false recesses housing variegated polychrome decorations.

Inside the church, the bare walls tease the view towards the apse area, in

which an extraordinary cycle of fresco paintings, attributable to a Tuscan-

Latian painter, is preserved.

Retable by Maestro 
di Ozieri
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The aragonese and hispanic age
from 1326 to 1718

In 1297, feoffment of the Kingdom of Sardinia by Pope Boniface VIII to

James II King of Aragona, forms the basis for the expedition by the Infante

Alfonso who, in 1323, arrives on the Island and in 1326 conquers the

Pisan Castle of Cagliari. During the siege years of the town, the Aragonese

erect the sanctuary of the Madonna of Bonaria, first Gothic-Catalan edifice

in Sardinia, and after 1326, in the cathedral of Cagliari, the ‘Pisan’ chapel

right of the presbytery will be coupled on its left by the ‘Aragonese’ one,

symbol of the conquest by the new rulers. The slow process of

Catalanisation of the Island begins, which will last an entire century from

the war between the Crown of Aragona and the Crown of Arborea up to

the events that, between 1409 (battle of Sanluri) and 1478 (battle of

Macomer), deserve the Aragonese the definitive conquest of Sardinia.

Throughout the XIV century, the artistic exchanges with the Italic mainland,

and with Tuscany in particular, continue. These are documented by works

such as the fresco paintings in the chapel of the castle of Serravalle at Bosa,

in the Pala of Ottana (commissioned between 1339–43 by the bishop 

Silvestro and by Mariano IV, later Judge of Arborea), and in the marble

statue of the holy bishop in San Francesco of Oristano (authored by Nino

Pisano around 1360). Right from the early XV century, a clear change in the

commercial and cultural routes, which no longer refer to Pisa but to

Barcelona and Naples, takes place. Thus, the retable of Catalan-Valencian

typology and origin dominates in the liturgical furnishings of the churches.

The first exemplar reaching us is the retable of the Annunciation (about

1406–09), attributed to the Catalan painter Joan Mates. Around the

middle of the century, the Island’s market not only imports retables from

Catalunia, but also demands relocation of the artists. In 1455–56 two

Iberian painters, Rafael Tomás and Joan Figuera, paint in Cagliari the

retable of San Bernardino. The most representative personality of

Sardinian-Catalan XV-century painting remains to date still anonymous: it

is the Maestro of Castelsardo, to who works in Barcelona, Corsica and

Sardinia (amongst which the only dated one is the retable of Tuili, paid to

him in 1500) are attributed. The new century marks the entry of the

Kingdom of Sardinia into the domains of the Crown of Spain, and features

on one hand the completion of the Campidano parish churches (drawing
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upon the one of San Giacomo of Cagliari), and on the other hand the

elaboration of an analogous model, applied to those of northern Sardinia.

The presbytery of similar Gothic-Catalan churches represents the ideal

setting for the location of the retables, which sometimes dominate even

inside Romanesque buildings: such is the case of the retable of Ardara

(dated 1515), the largest on the Island. In Cagliari, as early as the second

decade of the XVI century, the painting scenario is dominated by the

‘School of Stampace’ (so called from the area where the workshop was

located) and by the figure of Pietro Cavaro who (in 1518) signs the retable

of Villamar and launches the Italian Renaissance styles. In the second half

of the century, his sons Michele and Antioco Mainas will be in charge of

increasingly more and wide-encompassing commissions, which would

converge into the workshops of Stampace. Within a northern Sardinian

setting, notable is the activity of another anonymous, the Maestro of

Ozieri, in whose painting a similar adaptation to Mannerist canons is

appreciable. During the final decades, the classicist direction given to the

Cagliaritan style by the cultural policy of Filippo II has outcomes not only

Retable of Sant’Elena
Benetutti
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on the architectural styles, with the erection of the church of

Sant’Agostino Nuovo (1577–80), but also on the market, which breaks the

monopoly of the local workshops and refers back again to the extra-island

ones. A similar tendency is also recorded throughout the XVII century,

when several paintings of Genoese, Roman, and Neapolitan school reach

the Island; of identical origin are also the 

wooden sculptures which find place within the recesses of retables of

baroque typology and which replace the late-Gothic ones previously carved

in the presbytery of churches. The interaction between the work of the

local builders and carvers with that of the ‘maestri’ coming from the Italic

mainland is especially appreciable in the Sassarese construction of the

Jesuit church of Santa Caterina (1579–1609), in the restoration of the

cathedral of Cagliari (started in 1615 with the crypt of the Martyrs and

ended in 1703 with its baroque façade), and in the construction of the

imposing ‘portico’ of the cathedral of San Nicola of Sassari, dated to 1714

and featuring an exuberant baroque decorative pattern. Located inside the

museum complex of the Cittadella dei Musei, the Pinacoteca Nazionale di

Cagliari (National Gallery of Cagliari) provides an interesting overview of

Sardinian painting and of the influence of Catalan-Valencian painting in

the XV and XVI centuries. The majority of paintings are from the now-

disappeared church of San Francesco of Stampace of Cagliari, such as the

Trittico della Consolazione (Triptych of the Consolation) attributed to

Michele Cavaro. The Cagliaritan family members of the Cavaros were the

leading representatives of the ‘school of Stampace’, the link between the

local painting tradition and the Catalan and Italian artistic instances. The
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housed paintings are mostly retables. The word comes from the Catalan

retaule (from the Latin recta tabula altaris), indicating the altar blade.

Among the most relevant works are the Retablo dell’Annunciazione by

Joan Mates, a painter who worked between the XIV and XV century, and

the Retable of San Bernardino, realised by Rafael Tomas and Joan Figuera

and that testifies to the influence of the Flemish on the local artistic

output. Apart from the paintings of XV–XVI century, of interest are also

XVII-century paintings in oil on canvas. The Cathedral of Sassari, devoted

to San Nicola, rises in Piazza Duomo, in the heart of the historical town

centre. Outside the church, which was built in the Romanic Age, is the bell

tower, with sixty conci featuring recesses for ceramic basins, of wide use in

Pisan architecture. The Romanesque edifice has undergone several

restorations: the first between 1480 and 1505 (in Gothic-Catalan style),

whereas the current baroque outline was realised between the middle XVII

and the beginning of the XVIII century. The façade features three niches,

housing the statues of the martyrs Gavino, Proto and Gianuario, and the

statue of San Nicola. Inside the cathedral it is possible to admire various

paintings, such as the “Last supper” by Giovanni Marghinotti, housed in

the right wing of the transect. Finally, three halls house the precious artistic

works of the Museo del Tesoro del Duomo, including the statue of San

Gavino in full chiselled silver, popularly known as Santu Bainzu di la prata

and bequeathed to the cathedral between 1670 and 1675 by the

illustrious Gavino Fara from Sassari, physician to Filippo IV, Carlo II and

Marianna d’Austria.

The sabaudian and contemporary age
from 1718 until the present day

The definitive passage of Sardinia to the Savoia family in 1718, does not

mark an interruption in the habits of the time, characterised by the

adoption of late-Baroque language which was bound to last until the end

of the century. Between 1674 and 1712, the Jesuit compound of San

Michele in Cagliari is built, decorated with fresco paintings by Giacomo

Altomonte. In 1722, Antonio Felice De Vincenti does the drawings of the

new basilica of Bonaria in Cagliari, following the styles of Guarino Guarini

and Filippo Juvarra. From the template of this façade, never realised, those
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of other Sardinia churches will eventually derive, amongst which the parish

of “Nostra Signora delle Grazie” at Sanluri, erected between 1781 and

1786 on a plan by Carlo Maino and Antonio Ignazio Carta. The late-

Baroque style expresses itself especially in the compound (church and

monastery) of Carmine of Oristano, designed in 1776 by the Piedmontese

Giuseppe Viana. Alignment with the trends of the Italian artistic schools

increases in the XIX century with the works of some architects native to

the Island but educated in Turin, aware of the neoclassical forms that were

spreading throughout Europe. Thus, Giuseppe Cominotti designs the dome

of San Luigi Gonzaga in the cathedral of Oristano (1829–37), in which

other neoclassical sculptures by the Sassarese Andrea Galassi will find place

(1793–1845).  Antonio Cano supervises the restoration of the Franciscan

church of Santa Maria of Betlem in Sassari (1829–34) as well as the

construction of the cathedral of Santa Maria della Neve in Nuoro

(1835–40). The XIX century leader in Sardinia is the Cagliaritan architect

Gaetano Cima, to whom are attributable the church of Santa Maria

Assunta at Guasila (1839–52) and the hospital of San Giovanni di Dio in

Cagliari (1844–48), which place him alongside the Functionalist current of

the international field. In the mid-XIX century, the most representative

painter is Giovanni Marghinotti (1798–1865) who, in 1830, paints the

large canvas of Carlo Felice munifico protettore delle Belle Arti in

Sardegna, currently housed in the Palazzo Civico of Cagliari, and later

paints the Royal Palace in Turin. The last quarter of the century is marked

both by the artistic efforts aimed at the construction of a Sabaudian Italy,

also culturally united, and by the enhancement of the historical heritage of

“L’ombra del mare”
by Mauro Manca,
1957 (Courtesy Man)
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the Island. In Oristano, the Monument of Eleonora d’Arborea is erected,

realised in 1875–77 by Ulisse Cambi and Mariano Falcini. In Sassari and

Cagliari, important decorative cycles take place, in honour to the Savoia

court. The fresco paintings of the council halls of the Palazzo Provinciale of

Sassari are committed to the Catanese Giuseppe Sciuti (1878–82), whereas

those of the Palazzo of Cagliari to the Perugian Domenico Bruschi

(1893–96). The protracted and difficult integration into Italy of the

different nations has as an effect (in the first third of the 1900s) on the

creation of a Sardinian artistic identity, pursued by the carver Francesco

Ciusa (1883–1949), by the painters Giuseppe Biasi (1885–1945), Filippo

Figari (1885–1974) and Mario Delitala (1887–1990), and, above all, by the

multifaceted activity between art, craft and design of the brothers

Melkiorre and Federico Melis. The creation process of an art, characterised

by Sardinian regional features, comes to a halt during the Fascist period,

when a significant acceleration towards modernisation in the architectural

field occurs, according to functionalist criteria pursued by the architects of

the Regime. The post-war period will feature on one hand the tedious

repetition of those folklore shapes launched by Biasi, Figari and Delitala,

and on the other hand the adaptation of the influences coming from the

international contemporary art, especially in the works of Eugenio Tavolara

(1901–1963) and Mauro Manca (1913–1969). In the last decades of the

XX century, Sardinia is full part of the globalization process that is now

affecting our whole culture, and not only the Western one. Notable are

the sculptures by Costantino Nivola (1911–1989), in which the experience

gained in the United States marries with an original re-discovery of the

classical and Mediterranean roots of the artistic and craft expression of the

Sardinian people. The National Museum ‘G.A. Sanna’ of Sassari is located

in Via Roma, inside a building of neoclassical style erected upon

commission by the family Sanna Castaldi so as to house the archaeological

cabinet of the University along with the archaeological and artistic

collections bequeathed by Giovanni Antonio Sanna, director of the mines

of Montevecchio. The museum was inaugurated in 1931, and in 1947,

thanks to the donation by Gavino Clemente, further acquired an

ethnographic section. In 1973, a new wing was built which allowed for a

more rational exhibition of the displays. Currently, the museum comprises

two sections: an archaeological and an ethnographical one, divided into 17

halls equipped with explanatory educational panels. The rich archaeological
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section includes tools ranging from the Prehistoric to the Middle Ages:

mother goddesses in stone, Greek and Etrurian ceramics, nuragic bronzetti

(figurines), representing archers, warriors, populace, vessels and animals,

Punic jewels, and a fair amount of Roman objects. Whereas the

ethnographic section features garments, jewels, textile artefacts, knives,

baskets, and some agricultural tools of the Sardinian tradition. The museum

also features a small gallery with works of Sardinian (e.g. Biasi and

Marghinotti), Italian and foreign painters from XIV to XX century.

The famous square in honour of the lawyer and poet Sebastiano Satta is

located in the heart of the town of Nuoro, between Corso Garibaldi and

the old area of San Pietro. It was planned and built in 1966 by Costantino

Nivola, born in Orani (province of Nuoro) in 1911 and immigrated to the

United States in 1938, where he gained international prestige. The square

features a flooring of granite slabs, over which sit some benches in stone

along with some granitic rocks from the nearby Mount Ortobene. These

rocks, properly carved, house small bronze statues representing the poet

Satta in his everyday life, along with the characters described in his works.

Higher expression of Nivola’s creativeness, the work of art best conveys one

of its principal directions: the continuous and thought quest for a live

merging of the sculpture into the urban setting.

Sculptures by
Costantino Nivola,
1966 (Courtesy Man)
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The carnival 
in Mamoiada

The Language, the costume,
and the fairs

The linguistic identity of Sardinia is overall quite heterogeneous, being split

into four dialect groups: Logudorese, Nuorese-Barbaricine and

Campidanese (together representing the Sardinian language), and

Gallurese, outcome of the immigration of the Corsican people.

On top of these are the dialect of Sassari, resulting from the fusion of the

Sardinian root Logudorese with Italian language influences, and that of

Alghero, quite close to Catalan. Finally, in Carloforte (on the island of San

Pietro) and in Calasetta (on that of Sant’Antioco) a Ligurian dialect is

spoken. Sardinian is a Romance language, i.e. of Latin derivation like

Italian, French, Spanish, and Romanian. However, unlike the latter 

languages, it remains remarkably faithful to Latin, hence witnessing the

conservative attitude of traditional Sardinian culture.

This inclination is also evident in other contexts, including the garments,

for example, jealously handed down in their peculiar features from town

to town even within the same geographical area; the fairs, which echo

most ancient traditions bound to the primeval world (i.e. the mamuthones) 
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or to the Byzantine past (i.e. the ardia of San Costantino); the music.

… Sardinia was a dazzling vision; in this land unknown to the Italian

people themselves, where the costumes of ancient times have preserved

their original beauty, I came to know, closely, the velvet farsetto, and the

Middle Ages went by every day past myself, as though the world had not

been revolving for four or five centuries…

(Gaston Vuillier, The Forgotten Isles. Sardinia, 1893)

The Museum of Sardinian Life and Popular Traditions, the most important

ethnographic museum in Sardinia, is managed by ISRE (Istituto Superiore

Regionale Etnografico – Regional Superior Ethnographic Institute), a direct

emanation of the Autonomous Region of Sardinia.

The museum was opened to the public in August 1976, with the aim to

provide the visitor with a global view of the traditional life of Sardinia

through the farming and peasant work, the fairs and music, the food, and

the popular costumes.

The compound housing the museum is located in Nuoro, on the hill of

Sant’Onofrio, and aims to reproduce a traditional Sardinian village. Many

The Sartiglia 
(horse race) di
Oristano
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are the references to the building plans typical of the different towns

around the Island. The exhibition spreads over 18 halls on about 1000

msq. The museum collections include over 7000 finds: textile and wooden

handiwork, musical instruments of the oral tradition, working and

domestic tools, garments and jewels dating to the period between the end

of the XIX and the mid-XX century. At Carnival, Sardinia forcibly expresses

its most ancient traditions, which sometimes date back to most ancient

times. In Mamoiada, the Mamuthones and Issohadores go on parade: the

former wearing a black wooden mask, a black sheep fleece and a

resounding cluster of bells; the latter wearing a jacket of red cloth and a

waistband with bronze and brass bells, and carrying sa soha, a cord made

of rush. There are strong references to the celebration of the victory of the

peasants of Barbagia (the issohadores) over the Saracen invaders captured

and paraded around (the mamuthones) or even to the ancestral rituals of

fertility, attributable to primeval cults spread all over the Mediterranean

region. The parade of Samugheo features some analogies with the

Barbagian one: the main characters are the Mamutzones, covered in goat

fleece with tall headpieces made of cork over which large horns stick out,

a black face and carrying two pairs of large bells hanging on the body;

s’Urtzu, an anthropomorphic goat with a fleece of black goat; su

Omadore, peasant image with a long black jacket. Here, too, are strong

references to the ancient Dionysian cults: the mamutzones, followers of

Dionysus, dance around s’urtzu, which embodies the worshipped god,

whereas su omadore plagues it until its sacrifice. In Bosa, the Karrasegare

is an important occasion of community cohesion. In the last days collective

hysteria mounts around Gioldzi. Represented by a huge puppet stuffed

with straw and cloths, it is the symbol of the dying Carnival. It is its fate, in

the evening of the Mardi Gras, to burn at the stake. The ritual is foretold,

during the day, by the chorus of the s’attittadora and their mourning

marks. Ovodda offers its most famous and frisky aspect on an unusual

date: Ash Wednesday. The inhabitants flock down the streets wearing old

clothes and with their face blackened with soot, a compulsory requirement

even for the tourists attending the celebrations. In the evening, following a

day of cheerfulness with offers of cheese, sausages, doughnuts and good

wine, it is the time for the trial to the tyrant Don Conte, represented by a

huge puppet of devastating ugliness, gross and obscene. Its fate is

decided: burnt at the stake. Finally Tempio Pausania, where a Carnival



The “Candelieri” 
of Sassari
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among the most famous on the Island is celebrated. Hundreds of people

take part in the celebrations, and folklore groups from all over the world

parade down the streets. On the Sunday, attention focuses on the

wedding between King George, a character recalling pre-roman elements

tied to the land’s fertility, and Mennena, who becomes a courtier hence his

spouse, and who will follow him along but without sharing his same

destiny. Indeed, on the Tuesday the King is put on trial and sentenced to

the stake, being the culprit for all the evil deeds in the whole year. The

Sartiglia is one of the most important events in popular Sardinian tradition.

It is an equestrian parade held in Oristano on the last Sunday of Carnival

and on Mardi Gras. Every year the event attracts thousands of people who

gather along the edges of a circuit made of earth and straw and running

through the main streets of town, to cheer and support the knights, main

characters in this fascinating, and nowadays rare in Europe, ring horserace.

The participants of the parade are the horses at the gallop along with their

knights, whose aim is to spear with the stocco (lance) a pierced star

hanging along the circuit. The fair begins with the dressing ritual of su

Componidori, the leader of the race, who wears garments of both male

and female clothing. From then on, he becomes a demi-god and his

holiness will be able to make the land fertile. It will be up to him, joined by

his assistants in the field, to decide how many and which knights will have

the honour to carry the stocco for the race to the star. The propitious

auspices for a good harvest will depend on the number of stars that the

same will be able to pierce. After leading the parade of the pariglie of the

knights, the Componidori himself will open the race by piercing for first

the star, amongst the standing ovation of the crowds. In Sardinia the rite

of celebration of the passion, death and resurrection of Christ is deeply

felt. During the Holy Week, from north to south across the whole Island,

several and typical celebrations take place, mostly of Spanish cultural

origin. In Cagliari, the most touching and evocative celebration occurs on

the Holy Friday, with the representation of Christ’s burial. Organised by

three brotherhoods (of the Holy Crucifix, of the Solitude, and of the

Gonfalon), it parades along the streets of town into as many other

processions. Whereas on the Saturday morning the rite of su Scravamentu,

the touching release of Christ from the Cross, takes place. In Iglesias, on

the Tuesday the procession of the Mysteries takes place, during which

seven simulacra, representing the passion of Christ, are carried; the last
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L’Ardia di San
Costantino horse race
in Sedilo

one features the Grieving Virgin with her heart stabbed by three swords.

On the Thursday evening, the procession of the Addolorata takes place:

the simulacrum is carried into seven churches around town where the Holy

Sepulchre has been set up, in the symbolic quest for the Son. In the next

morning, the procession of Jesus carrying the Cross to Golgotha winds

around the streets, followed along by the Addolorata. Whereas in the

evening, the most evocative rite is celebrated: the burial of Jesus,

represented as dead, in a remarkable XVII-century simulacrum. It is

noteworthy, both in Cagliari and in Iglesias, the widespread habit of

displaying in the churches is nenniris, dishes full of cotton where seeds of

wheat or pulses have been sowed, which are then left to grow in the

darkness giving rise to whitish shoots: symbols of the resurrection after

death, they hark back to the myth of Adonis, rooted into the Phoenician

world. Castelsardo, the only place where the sacred celebrations last the

entire Holy Week, commemorates the most important rite on the Holy

Monday: at dawn, inside the Romanesque church of Santa Maria of Tergu,

the Holy Mass is celebrated and the Mysteries are presented. A long
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procession then follows, reaching the bastion of the Castle and then

heading back to the church. In the afternoon, along the streets of town lit

by oil lamps, a procession accompanied by polymorphic chants takes place.

These chants also accompany the return, in the evening, to the church of

Santa Maria of Tergu. In Alghero, the first celebration takes place at the

Dawn of the Holy Friday: the women (les dames), dressed in black, escort

the simulacrum of the Virgin, Mater dolorosa, in mourning robes. In the

afternoon, the mourning liturgy is celebrated in the Cathedral, where in

the evening the ceremony of the desclavament, of a dramatic nature of

typical Catalan origin, takes place. Here, four barons, dressed in Oriental

garments, take off the Christ from the Cross and lay Him down into the

bressol, a coffin in baroque style decorated in pure gold. Late in the

evening, the Christ is carried along the streets of town, accompanied by

the ancient choruses of the tenores singing in Catalan. Every year, on the

14 August, the fair of the Candelieri takes place in Sassari, on the occasion

of the celebration of the Assumption. The Sassarese people renew every

year a vow made in the XVI century to the Assumption to free the town

from a plague. Since then, every year the representatives of the town’s

gremi carry in procession eight large candles, each of them representing a

gremio, i.e. one of the ancient town corporations: both rural (farmers and

peasants, orchard tenders, and cart drivers) and lesser ones (tailors, builder,

shoemakers, merchants). Over the years, and with the changing of

cultures, the different occupations have also changed. Some corporations

have joined in, whereas others have left the procession, as the merchants

did long ago. Nowadays, the candles are wooden pillars about three metre

high, weighing at about 400 kilograms. The tips are decked out with

several coloured ribbons made of silk. An event of profound and ancient

religious meaning, the fair is nevertheless pervaded by a playful and

spectacular atmosphere. The participants proceed at a dancing pace

accompanied by flutes and drums, and follow “Lu cabu carriaggiu”, (the

leader of the carriers), who proceeds skipping along. Twisting around the

large candlesticks, the carriers complete circular and arching movements

towards the crowds of citizens, actors and spectators at the same time,

making for a great scenic view. On the 5th and 7th July, the Ardia of San

Costantino, a religious celebration and spectacular horse race at the same

time, takes place in Sedilo. The celebration is meant to remind the victory

of Constantine the Emperor over Massenzio at Ponte Milvio. Sedilo is the
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only place in the western world where the first Roman emperor’s

conversion to Christianity is celebrated. Its cult, which is conversely quite

widespread in the Orient, is tied to the ancient presence of Byzantine

troops. The horse race takes place around the rural sanctuary erected, in

Mannerist style, in the middle of a large and picturesque natural

amphitheatre. The knights gallop frantically around the church riding their

superb horses of Anglo-Arabic-Sardinian breed. By completing several

loops and acting a battle, they recklessly cross the arch of San Costantino.

Aim of the race is to ensure that sa pandela madore (the knights’ leader)

and two further minor pandelas (the bishops), who conduct the race

carrying the flags, are not passed by the other knights. In this effort they

are assisted by sas iscortas (the guards). The latter, together with the

bishops, can, if necessary, use the flags as clubs to avoid being passed. The

roar of the crowd at the start of the pandela madzore, which marks the

beginning of the race, the sun of July, the dust raised by the galloping

horses, the (blank) shots of the fusiliers standing alongside the track, the

sweat and, occasionally, the blood of horses and knights, give to the show

an arcane and wild pathos. From the 1th to 4th May, between Cagliari and

Nora, the Sagra of Sant’Efisio, a Roman warrior martyrised (according to

tradition) in the ancient Roman town of Nora during the age of Diocletian,

takes place. When in 1656 the plague broke out in Cagliari, the town

appealed to the Saint, solemnly vowing to lead him in procession up to

the site of his martyrdom. The religious aspect of the celebration is taken

care of by the Arciconfraternita di Sant’Efisio, with their headquarters in

the church of Sant’Efisio right in the heart of Stampace, one of the

historical areas of Cagliari. Already a few days before the celebration,

preparations are in full swing: the brothers and sisters bedeck the

simulacrum, and the inhabitants of the streets all around the church, take

care of tidying the streets and adorning the balconies with banners and

flowers. In the morning of the First of May, 

before the coach of the Saint can start parading down the streets of the

centre to eventually head towards Nora, the is traccas, ancient ox-driven

carts all decked out, go out on parade. Following behind, 

within a kaleidoscope of colours, are hundreds of men, women and 

children from many areas across Sardinia, wearing their traditional local

costumes and adorned in stunning ancient jewels. Next are the

Campidanese knights and the soldiers on horse, wearing a jacket and a 
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berritta (an elongated cap) of red colour and armed with a harquebus; in

olden times, these formed a real armed escort against the Saracen

plunderers who infested the coasts. Also riding horses are the several civil

authorities, including the alternos, who represent the Cagliaritan

municipality. At midday, the Saint on his coach exits the church and

traverses the town accompanied by the brothers, the worshippers singing

is goccius (poetic compositions of Spanish origin), and the players of

launeddas (ancient popular winds made with swamp rush). The height of

the celebration is the crossing of Via Roma in front of the Municipal

Palace, on a bed of petals (sa ramatura). In that very moment, the civil

authorities, the ships of the nearby port with their horns full-blast, and the

cheering crowd pay homage to ”Efis martiri gloriosu de Sardigna speziali

protettori poderosu” (“Ephisius glorious martyr, special protector of

Sardinia”).

The fiesta of “Sagra”
Sant’Efisio in Cagliari
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The Craft

The craft production of Sardinia has historically expressed itself in weaving,

ceramic manufacture, wickerwork, woodwork, knives (renowned those

from Pattada), and jewels, let alone the processing of other kinds of items,

such as the carved horns. Within the wide spectrum of handicrafts are

those used in weaving. Techniques and ornamental patterns deepen their

roots into the past centuries, even though over the years the production of

textiles has undergone significant changes. Thus, there are substantial

differences between the pre-1960s handicrafts and the more recent ones,

due to the transition of the practice of weaving from a strictly family-run

background to the invasion of wider market sectors. 

Until the first decades of the 1900s and, in many areas, up to the 1950s,

the whole of a woman’s dowry (before getting married) was the result of

the practice of weaving. The number of clothes would vary depending on

the financial status of the bride, although burras (‘blankets’) and

coberibangos (‘chest-covers’) were always present. The latter were

accompanied by other artefacts: collanas (‘chokers’), bertulas (‘haversacks’),

On the left:
Caipet created by
Eugenio Tavolara
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tiaggias (‘tablecloths’), nentsolos (‘bed linen’), all rigorously woven by hand

with wool, cotton or flax yarn, either in white or coloured with plant-based

dyes. Before the 1920s, the rug and the tapestry were not part of the range

of Sardinian textiles. The increase in their production is a result of the

requirements by modern furnishing, which has progressively introduced

them into the houses thus increasing their serial manufacture to the

detriment of the handmade ones. The term “burras” refers to the bed

blankets, both in flax and Sardinian wool. The maximum length allowed by

the small traditional loom is about 70–80 centimetres. Therefore, following

their weaving blankets were made by sewing together two or three sheets.

The coberibangos served as covers for the top of blanket chests. Their

colours were usually quite lively. Starting from the 1930s, chest covers have

lost their original function to serve instead as furnishing tapestry: famous

and sophisticated is the production in Mogoro, a town which has become

the site for the largest and most popular annual exhibition of Sardinian

craft. The collanas are ribbon-like necklaces, meant for the adornment of

oxen and horses. They are usually embroidered in lively colours and often

end with small bells. The “bertulas” are haversacks made by sewing two

pockets to a strip of fabric. They were used for loading items on pack

animals, although they could also be carried on the shoulder, keeping the

same function. Those of everyday use feature sober colours and patterns,

whereas the festive ones stand out for their bright colours and the

exuberant geometrical or floral decorations. 

… There is a great crowd of peasants at the little station. And almost every

man has a pair of woven saddle-bags a great flat strip of coarse-woven

wool, with flat pockets at either end, stuffed with purchases. These are

almost the only carrying bags.The men sling them over their shoulder, so

that one great pocket hangs in front, one behind. These saddle-bags are

most fascinating. They are coarsely woven in bands of raw black-rusty

wool, with varying bands of raw white wool or hemp or cotton – the

bands and stripes of varying width going crosswise. And on the pale bands

are woven sometimes flowers in most lively colours, rose-red and blue and

green, peasant patterns; and sometimes fantastic animals, beasts, in dark

wool again. So that these striped zebra bags, some wonderful gay with

flowery colours on their stripes, some weird with fantastic, griffin-like

animals, are a whole landscape in themselves…

(David Herbert Lawrence, Sea and Sardinia, 1925)
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The Food

In Sardinia the bread boasts ancient traditions, linked on one side to the

peasant’s world, and on the other to religious rites and festivities. Several

areas across the Island boast their own typical bread. The pane carasau,

of long life, originates from the areas of Nuoro and of the Logudoro, and

was a companion to the peasants during their long stay away from the

domestic hearth. The dough, made of durum wheat, seed corn, baking

powder and water, is laid into a very thin and round sheet and baked

inside a bell-shaped brick oven. If warmed up and dressed with olive oil

and salt, it becomes the pane guttiau. 

Coming from the Ogliastra region is instead the pistoccu, of rectangular

shape and thicker than the pane carasau. If made with seed corn and

flour, this was the bread of the affluent families, whereas with bran or

barley flour it was the bread of the peasants and of the less-affluent

families. The civraxiu, a large bread typical of the Campidano, is kneaded

with durum wheat. It features a very soft dough and a thick and shiny

crumb, reaching on average one kilo in weight. In the past, its baking
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was tied to the rites on the occasion of the main religious festivities. The

coccoi or pane de tricu rujiu (names of Campidanese and Gallurese origin

respectively) is a durum wheat bread that takes on the most various

shapes. In Gallura, it is used for the typical soup.

The same dough is used for giving shape to the bread of the newlyweds

(taking on shapes such as woven wedding rings, little birds, and garlands)

and to the Easter bread: hearts with eggs, grapes, carts, houses placed in

the middle, according to ingenuity. Since Punic times, at a time when it

was forbidden (with the risk of death penalty) to plant trees into the large

plains of the Campidano spreading from Cagliari to Oristano, through the

Romans, who made it one of the granaries of the Empire, Sardinia has

been a land of great cereal tradition. Heart of such a tradition are the

plains of the Campidani, intensively cultivated with wheat. In the

Sardinian cuisine, pasta has always played a primary role. The most

widespread typical dish is is malloreddus a sa campidanesa, small gnocchi

of durum wheat, dressed with a sauce of tomato and fresh pork sausage,

and covered in grated pecorino sardo. 

The seed corn in the shape of balls of various size (called fregula) is found

in the recipe of several dishes, ranging from sea- to land-food. It can be

tasted in a broth of cockles or of mutton, or simply garnished with

pecorino (fregula incasada). 

A speciality from Ogliastra is the culurgionis, ravioli with a potato stuffing,

in the shape of a wheat blade. The recipe often involves the addition of

mint into the dough. The cakes are tied to special events as well as to

occasions for celebration. Since the Byzantine period, the most widely

used ingredients have been flour, honey, sugar and almonds. The latter

are the main ingredient for the preparation of the gueffos and, especially,

of the amarettos: made with a paste of sweet and sour almonds, sugar,

egg white and grated lemon peel, they are often eaten during special

events such as weddings, confirmations, baptisms. 

The bianchittos, very sweet and crumbly, made with beaten egg white,

sugar, broken toasted almonds, and flavoured with lemon peel, are made

all over the Island. The caschettes, typical of the Barbagie, consist of a

very thin sheet of dough with a filling of honey, cinnamon, orange peel,

and toasted and ground hazelnuts. 

The mustazzolus, from Oristano, are of rhomboid shape and made with

concentrated wine must, wheat flour, baking powder, and sugar. The
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pan’e sapa and the pabassinos are autumn sweets whose main ingredient

is the sapa, slowly-cooked wine must, which in the past was also

prepared at vintage time. 

Sardinia can boast a large variety of honey. The most sought-after is that

of corbezzolo (strawberry tree), although those of thistle, eucalypt,

asphodel, rosemary, and chestnut are of comparable flavour and taste.

Made with honey is the torrone (nougat), with the addition of walnuts or

hazelnuts, and egg white: the most renowned is that of Tonara. 

The sebada is a disc-shaped frittella, made with a sheet of unleavened

dough kneaded with lard, inside of which fresh and sour cheese is mixed

with durum wheat and grated lemon or orange peel. It is cooked by

frying it in olive oil and sprinkling it, before serving, with sugar and

honey. The pirichittus, of round shape, remind of snow balls and are

typical of the area of Cagliari. The ingredients are sugar, lemon, and

orange. The dough is made with eggs, olive oil, and flour. Finally the

gatteaux, a crunchy sweet of almonds and honey, which may sometimes

replace the traditional wedding cake, and the typical sweets of Carnival:

the zippulas, doughnuts of flour and sugar, and the pillus frittus, tiny

ravioli stuffed with either ricotta or almond paste. The Sardinian gourmet

tradition, tied to its peasant culture, gives meat a primary role. Meat roast

on fire, in particular, is the leading dish. In order to ensure the

deliciousness of the roast, every single detail must be paid attention of

according to tradition: from the wood (usually juniper, yew, or oak) to the

place where the fire should be lit; from the spit, which must be from
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aromatic wood, to the meat, which must be rigorously from game. 

Depending on the type of meat, several cooking techniques are found.

The porceddu (piglet), if suckling, can be either cooked whole in the oven

with myrtle and laurel leaves or on the spit according to the so-called a

tundu technique, i.e. into the typical wheel-shaped arrangement; whereas

the biggest game is cut into half and roasted on the spit on a fire of

myrtle wood. Lamb is usually cooked on the spit, continuously flavoured

with drops of hot lard and slowly and regularly spun (su furria furria) so

as to obtain a uniform cooking. Roast meat must then be served onto

wooden or cork trays, so as to keep its taste unaltered. Notable is an

ancient type of roast: a carraxiu. A hole is dug into the ground, inside of

which aromatic wood is burnt. 

This is then covered with a layer of myrtle and the whole game is laid

down (e.g. a boar, a sheep, a lamb, a kid, or a piglet), which is then

covered with myrtle. Cinders are then placed on top so as to cook slowly

the meat. Sardinia has never had an off-shore fishing tradition. Instead,

fishing along the coast has always been practiced or, at most, in the rich

ponds so widespread across Sardinia. The Sardinians, however, have

learned to appreciate and cook fish and shellfish in several ways. 
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Alghero will offer the opportunity to taste lobster alla Catalana. 

Along the coast of Oristano, rich in ponds and fish farms, it is possible to

taste the merca, typical dish of mullet steamed and flavoured with

glasswort, possibly with the addition of mullet roe (bottargadi tonno), to

be eaten either in slices dressed with olive oil, or grated straight onto a

dish of spaghetti. Not to be missed is roast eel, the best on the Island,

caught in the ponds of Oristano. 

A superb tuna roe (bottarga di tonno) is made in Carloforte, a village

founded in the XVIII century by Ligurian settlers coming from Tunisia and

the only centre in Sardinia with a fair sea tradition. 

The mattanza (killing) of tunas, which are main dish of the Carloforte

cuisine, is still being practiced. In Cagliari, pasta is traditionally seasoned

with the pulp of sea urchin or with cockles, after savouring the most

characteristic dish of the Cagliaritan cuisine: sa burrida, dogfish dressed

with a sauce made with the liver of the same fish, walnuts, olive oil and

vinegar, to be served cold a few days following its preparation. 

Currently, Sardinian wines are experiencing a good vintage, after being

viewed for years as secondary wines. The most widespread black tendril

on the Island is the Cannonau. Its most suitable areas are the Barbagia
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and the Ogliastra regions. Other good red wines for accompanying the

meat-based dishes of the Sardinian cuisine (to be tasted always at cellar

temperature) include the Monica di Cagliari and the Carignano del Sulcis. 

The best wine to go with fish and shellfish is undeniably the white

Vermentino di Gallura (to be sipped chilled), although a Nuragus di

Cagliari would also be a good choice. The range of dessert wines is wide:

in the area of Cagliari, the Muscatel and Nasco are superb, although the

Vernaccia di Oristano and the Malvasia di Bosa make for a speciality to

accompany all Sardinian cakes, and are also ideal as aperitif always served

chilled. Finally, the aged vernaccia is a perfect wine for conversation.




